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Sale and use of e-bikes in Europe

• Evaluation of shared E-bike projects in the UK: women made up 45% of users of e-bikes, 
though accounting for only 25% of all cycling trips nationally (Bikeplus/Carplus, 2016)

• In the Netherlands, nearly half of e-bike kilometres in 2016 were ridden by those aged 65 or 
over (Harms and Kansen, 2018)

Reproduced from: Newson and Sloman (2019). The Case for a UK Incentive for E-bikes

Sale of e-bikes in 2017 as a percentage of all bike sales





Qualitative responses - how e-bikes can: 

• extend people’s cycling life into older age

• empower people in the face of health problems or disability

• help people to regain a ‘cycling identity’ 

• open cycling up to people who have not felt able to cycle 
before

• extend independent mobility choices for people unable to 
drive or without a car

• help busy women to do (even) more

Normalising cycling? 



Characteristics of the survey sample

• 30% women

• 40% are over 60 years old

• 59% are in employment 

• 30% have household income of £55,000+

• 26% have a household income of £10,000 
to £25,000

• 90% are in a household with at least one 
car (and 50% have 2 or more cars) 

• 64% have used an e-bike

The men:
• Are older
• More likely to own a car

2,092 responses

The women:
• Are more highly educated
• Are more likely to be working
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Statistically significant differences between 
responses of women and men

Women are more likely to:

• Consider borrowing (rather than buying) 
an e-bike 

• Buy an e-bike for environmental reasons

• Buy an e-bike because they are ‘unable 
to ride a conventional bike for long’

• Commute by e-bike instead of a 
conventional bike because of hills

• Travel by another mode in bad weather

(Descriptive stats)

• Take a longer route to work to avoid heavy traffic
• Use an e-bike for shopping, carrying children or visiting friends
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Men are more likely to:

• Consider buying (rather than borrowing) an e-bike

• Use an e-bike for non-work purposes

• Buy an e-bike for exercise or fun

• Not buy an e-bike because they enjoy riding conventional bikes

• Commute by driving or motorbike

Statistically significant differences between 
responses of women and men
(Descriptive stats)
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“For commuting to and 
from work while allowing 
enough energy to be left 
after work to look after 3 
young children!”

“It has absolutely changed my life 
getting an e-bike in terms of being 
able to commute with child to 
nursery and get to work in less than 
30 minutes.” 

“Getting more done”
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Photos are illustrative only and not connected to participant quotes 



E-bikes, ageing and identity

“It's the elixir of youth, I felt 
forty years younger.…”

“It means I can identify as a cyclist 

again, even though I'm not fit enough to 

climb the hills near my house on a 

conventional bike. It's given me back my 

identity.” 

Photo credit: Sam Saunders

“Living in a very hilly area means using an 
e-bike allows me to cycle greater 
distances with my friends who are 
younger and fitter. Cycling should be 
enjoyable and not a punishing endurance 
test only suitable for the elitists.” 

“As a lifelong cyclist e-bikes enabled me 
to keep cycling after old age made 
conventional bikes too hard to enjoy.” 

Photos are illustrative only and not connected to participant quotes 



“It’s given me freedom…... It’s helped me to get exercise and get me out and 
actually make my commute enjoyable without me feeling I’m going to die 
from lack of breath.” 

E-bikes and health 
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“I'm fitter and healthier than ever, and cycling up hills (…) is easy 
meaning I cycle all the time. It enabled me to cycle until I was 8 months 
pregnant. I love it despite many comments about me 'cheating'.” 

“I had a cycling accident (…) resulting in hip 
fractures, I had already bought an ebike for 
fun but it is enabling my recovery back to full 
fitness to return to my usual bike.”

“Arthritis is causing me pain most of the time 
so to do my job and get around by bike, my 
ebike is invaluable”

Photos are illustrative only and not connected to participant quotes 



Disability: enabled by e-cycling, 
disabled by poor infrastructure?

BUT inclusive cycling requires better infrastructure
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“I use my bike for the pleasure of cycling. I am 
disabled and riding my e bike makes me feel able.”

Disabled cyclists stand to gain the most from 
ebikes; A typical clip-on unit for a wheelchair can 
weigh in excess of 20kg (…). However, I can easily 
cycle long distances. Until fairly recently, I would 
cycle commute (…) about 23mi each way, in about 
an hour”.

“As a disabled person my ebike has given me my 
freedom back, I can go out into the woods with my 
dog, see amazing sights in the countryside, it gives 
me a smile on my face that I thought I had lost for 
good”.

Photos are illustrative only and not connected to participant quotes 



Purchase cost of e-bikes
• High initial outlay

“I would buy one tomorrow but for the price...”

“… I couldn't justify spending 7x my annual 
commute budget on something that was bound to 
be stolen if I left it on the street…” 

“It's disappointing that funding, similar to that
in Scotland is not available to support ebike and/or e-cargo bike purchases. My family 
would like to switch from the car to an e- cargo bike (…). but we cannot afford that 
outlay.”

• Longer term savings

“These ebikes are very expensive to buy but once bought, cost is very little but the 
benefits are undeniable. This is perfect for transport for the low income person/family 
and of course like myself pensioners.”

“Despite the cost of it, the ebike has saved me a lot of money in taxis etc. every year.”



x 

E-bikes = inclusive mobility?



x 

E-bikes = inclusive mobility?



Making e-bike use more accessible for 
more people 
• Financial incentives (grants) to buy an e-bike

– Partnership between government, manufacturers, retailers…

• ‘Try before you buy’ rental schemes 

• Shared e-bike schemes
– Removes the need for purchase and storage space

• Free of charge e-bike loan schemes 
– E.g. social housing scheme projects

• More secure public parking, including space for trikes, cargo-bikes etc.

• (As always) Better cycle infrastructure, suitable for all types of cyclist  
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